TRADEFLOW®
Global Trade Management System

Tradeflow is a web-based software suite designed by
Expeditors for use by customers. Its solutions provide tools to
help importers and exporters gain more control of the global
logistics supply chain through visibility and data management.
Divided into integrated modules, or Centres, Tradeflow
facilitates activities such as global product classification,
landed cost estimation, compliance management, electronic
booking, document creation and restricted party screening.

Shipment Management Centre
This centre uses product and trade partner data for purposes of
booking shipments or import/clearances, creating documents
and distributing these documents and data. This system offers
efficiencies to importers and exporters and their logistics
providers concerned with consistent streamlined shipment
processing. Collaboration is made simple by allowing access to
your documents across departments, divisions, vendors and
other trade partners.

Product Management Centre
The system is a repository to store cross-border product
attributes and images and it acts as your data warehouse for
crucial classification and preferential duty information. It is
designed to facilitate collaboration between you and all of
your global trade partners.
Online Tariff and Compliance Tools
Access the Harmonized System code for classification of
any product for over 120 countries. Have visibility to trade
restrictions and other barriers (quotas and anti-dumping
duties). Improve Customs compliance.
Integration and Efficiency
Back-end integration (inbound and outbound) between
Tradeflow and an external system serves to extend additional
functionality without adding extensive manual processes. Batch
processing via mass uploads and mass updates provides an
efficient way to work with large amounts of product data.
Trade Partner Centre

Trade Reference Centre
This centre provides users with access to current regulatory
data, tariff classifications, and other pertinent trade data.
Landed Cost Estimator
Gauge the duty and tax consequences for different sourcing
and trading scenarios, including preferential trade agreements.
Import & Export Controls
Identifies barriers to trade including import or export license or
permit requirements, quotas, anti-dumping or countervailing
duties, and embargoes. Lookup controls at either a commodity
or country level.
Other Global Trade Content
Trade Party Screening, Classification tools, country profiles and
document forms library.
For more information, please contact your Tradeflow representative.

The contact information for supply chain partners, such as
suppliers and customs brokers, is stored in a repository. When
also using the Product Management Centre, vendor and/or
manufacturer trade partners can be linked to specific products,
and optionally, be used to extend access for the trade partners
to view products directly in Tradeflow.
Restricted Party Screening
Monitor restricted party screening, denied parties and
embargoes entities and countries. Comply with restrictions
published by the UN, EU, US and other country-specific listings.
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